Japan Times Strikes Back Against Roosevelt

LEGISLATIVE Sidelights

The question of reapportionment will come up for exami-

nation at next Friday’s joint com-

mittee meeting—composed of three members from the House and an equal number from the Senate, to accord, according to George F. C. of the Senate, House membership, according to Dekle Kay, assistant majority leader, will be increased by an even do-

zen, the new members to be chosen by the Island of Hawaii,情人 intention to change the number of seats by electorates instead of from the counties, with the result that in the case of House members in-

creased a few will be elected from the four Ann Arbor areas from which they are now elected.

PETTY OFFICER NOT INVOLVED IN FIGHT PEARL HARBOR NAVY "AND CONFIDENTIAL ADVICE"

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A petty officer not on the list of persons wanted by the Navy for its alleged part in the Pearl Harbor seizure was reported to have been re-

ceived in the Commanding Officer at the Pearl Harbor Navy Base for arrest. He was identified as a petty officer who had been given a reprimand in the case in which the police had be-

en informed that Officer Burke had not given a reprimand in the case.

CHINESE REDS AND CHINESE BASE BREAK IS SEEN

THREAT IS BROUGHT BY S. E. ASIA COMMITTEE

HONGKONG, March 18.—A Senate S.E. Asia committee has come to the conclusion that the Japanese communists are about to launch a widespread movement to destroy the prestige of the United States government among the Chinese.

The movement is expected to begin shortly, according to the committee.

Five Thousand Red Guards have been employed to carry out the plan.

According to local police information, has been received from the U.S. Navel Commanding Officer at Pearl Harbor. It is believed that日本 will take place on the night of March 8th, at the Ath-

lete’s Club on Kilauea Ave. This effect is of the U.S.S. Hopkins was reported to have been in-

vited to the event and it was informed to a widow by the Commanding Officer at the Pearl Harbor Navy Base for arrest. He was identified as a petty officer who had been given a reprimand in the case in which the police had be-

en informed that Officer Burke had not given a reprimand in the case.

The movement is expected to begin shortly, according to the committee.

Japanese Ancestry that the organization sponsor an island-

wide campaign, taking in as many organized groups as pos-

sible among the Japanese residents, both citizens and aliens, in the islands.

TOKYO, Mar. 18—A break in the communist or new Fourth Ar-

my underground, which was turned out pilots at the rate of tens of thousands every year, is said, have disclosed so far that the Japanese communists have only a small organiza-

tion, perhaps a few to ten persons, in the islands.

The ban was enforced under an order issued on Jan. 1, 1941.

JAPANESE ALSO SWEEPING SOUTHWEST TO CUT OFF BURMA ROUTE

NISEI RESERVE OFFICERS TO BE RELEASED

SOMERELT IN CENTRAL CHINA, Mar. 18.—Bringing the war into the heartland of China, the Japanese swept south to cut off the Szechwan-Yangtse area, and West China, in short, to sever the strategic area between the two major Chinese interior provinces.

Two thousand Japanese soldiers, according to the committee, have been employed to carry out the plan.

The project was a part of the plan to cut off the Burma route of the Japanese from the outside world.

The ban was enforced under an order issued on Jan. 1, 1941.
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Unwelcome Visitor to Home For $200,000

American Kitchen on Wheels Aids Britons

Socialite in Snow—John R. Ovodul, 3d, New York socialite, rides Sally Mountain ski lift at Sun Valley, Idaho. He and his bride, former Honorable Milton Horeen Strun of England, stopped over on way to Hawaii.

SALLY TELLS WILLIAM—Sally Rand, of bobble fame, has something confidential to tell William Green, president of American Federation of Labor, as they watched contestants in 1941 beauty parade, at Coral Gables, Fla.

Captain Eddie Stenson, American combat ace in two wars, who shot down 32 enemy planes, has been named to lead the United States defense in the Southwest, to be based at At-lanta. 

JAPAN WOULD LIKE IT—View of harbor of Sava, Fiji Islands, one of Oceania group covered by Japan. Oceania is barely defined area below Equator, which includes Australia and Hawaiian Islands. Japanese Foreign Minister Matsuoka recently said it belonged to Asiatic races.

WARS (Bovine) Is Declared in Switzerland

Not all war is serious and brings death to men, women and little children. These two bulls in the Canton of Vaud, Switzerland, for instance, were brawling for the favor of the "queen" of their herd. Note elaborate cowbells and collars.

"TOO SOON TO LOVE" by PRISCILLA WAYNE

When Randina Blake, factory girl, becomes engaged to Jerry Thomas, dressmaker, her happiness is complete. Jerry, however, has a dream that Randina's future is not so bright. He decides to break the engagement, but Randina is determined to marry Jerry. The situation becomes critical when Randina gets pregnant. Jerry then realizes that she loves him. This leads to a crisis in the relationship between Jerry and Randina. The story ends with a happy reunion of the couple.

War (Bovine) Is Declared in Switzerland

"SOCIALITE IN SNOW—John R. Ovodul, 3d, New York socialite, rides Sally Mountain ski lift at Sun Valley, Idaho. He and his bride, former Honorable Milton Horeen Strun of England, stopped over on way to Hawaii."

American Kitchen on Wheels Aids Britons

"A London roaster and draperie now, at work after a night breakfast, ships more raisin and dried fruits to British soldiers, now taking a greater interest in such food. The British Army has been eating more raisin and dried fruits than ever before."

SALLY TELLS WILLIAM—Sally Rand, of bobble fame, has something confidential to tell William Green, president of American Federation of Labor, as they watched contestants in 1941 beauty parade, at Coral Gables, Fla.
CONSERVATION OF GAS UNDER WAY IN JAPAN

TOKYO, Mar. 17 - By an unusual energy-savings initiative in progress, taking drivers' especially to conserve precious fuel, two 'would Normally be expected would be enforced in this part of the country.'

What stands, operating a kind of not as salvation for the Jap­

ners on a single gallon while Oike Yamanaka operated a gas­

on 28 kilometers on the same num­

ber of fuel. These were shown among 200 drivers forming a meeting of the National Automotive Company, which gives parents prior to drivers who see the fuel to the best effect.

The ground average also shows a high improvement for last year's round shows that one gallon drove a far for only 26 kilo­

meters with the results that a gallon covered 32 kilometers.

The fitness are taking many steps in an effort to cut down the cost of gasoline and oil such as stopping the car in time, avoiding stop signs by doing

so at a time, not driving so fast, carefully greasing and oiling so as not to make it tighter, and also shutting the carburetor against the cold.

Franco-Thai Meet Agreement To Be Signed Officially

BANGKOK, Mar. 17 - The Franco­Thai convention, excluding the terms of the notification signed on in Tokyo on March 15, is pro­

posed to be formally signed in the latter part of March or early April. It is expected to be a milestone in Franco­Thai relations, and the establishment of a joint bank or similar institution.

Meanwhile, preparations were completed for a meeting of the rail­

way department of the Bangkok treaty, which will administer new laws.

TAILSPIN TOMMY

-15-41

TOMMY'S QUESTION IS SOON ANSWERED.

DICK MOORES

THE SUB'S DINING TABLE?

WHY NOT? -15-41

WE'LL CALL THE ROYAL... AND ORDER OUR TABLES DOWN!

DID YOU TELL ME THAT THEY DON'T DRINK COFFEE?

LITTLE MARY MIX-UP

JIM HARDY

THE COWS WALK ME OVER THE LINE... WHY? -15-41

I SAID I WOULD BE FASCINATED AT THE WHITE FACES, THE SIMP, DIRECT AND HANDSOME-MAN...

THAT'S BECAUSE I'M FASCINATED AT THE COWS NOT LOOKING AWAY FROM ME!

HOLLY TODAY

SAM'S DAD IS ALREADY ON THE HILL... EMMY WON'T FERRIS WHEEL AS ALL THE PEOPLE WANT TO!

DID YOU TELL ME THAT THEY HAD BETTER WATCH FOR THE HILL OUT... WHERE THEY WERE HEADIN' FOR THE RAIL!

LITTLE MARY MIX-UP

HOLLY TODAY

BY HANS BRINKERHOFF

"WHY, MARY!" - 15-41

"-I CAN'T BELIEVE IT, I... I'M ONLY... I... I...

"-OH, MARY, I... I... I... I..."

"-DON'T BE SHY, MARY!"

"DON'T BE SHY, MARY!"

"don't be shy, MARY!"
**Mainichi Sportorial**

The Nisei Softball league will sponsor an Inter-State and Softball tournament sometime in June, it was reported from the Nihon Boro Hotel, the hotel of choice for the league this year.

This is the first year that such a tournament will be held. If this tournament proves a success, it is believed that other leagues will take up the idea, and it will grow into a regular feature.

To cover part of the expenses of this tournament and at the same time raise money for the coming灾年, the league has sponsored a benefit basketball game at the University of Hawaii this coming Thursday night. The proceeds from this game will be used for the expenses of the tournament.

**The Society of American Boro Harris**

A new group of officers and directors, we understand, will be elected this coming Thursday night at the Hawaii Theater. The group is expected to consist of 12 members, and will be announced at the meeting.

**Hilo VFA**

The Hawaii State Lottery will choose the winners of the game.

**PAPAUKOS TAKE LEAD IN SENIOR BALL LOOP**

Manager Taro Tomikichi's Paukouskap loop is the favorite to win the Naha Softball League. This is the fifth year that the loop has been in existence, and it is expected to attract many new players this year.

**Judo Tournament**

The Judo Tournament, held recently in the Hawaii Coliseum, was a great success. The tournament was open to all Japanese men, and the winners were awarded certificates and prizes.

**Maine Days Tourney for 1941**

Bob Clark of the Maine Days Tourney, who is in charge of the tournament, has announced that the 1941 tourney will be held on Saturday, June 27.

**EDITORIAL**

(Continued from Page One)

Talk about the Society planning to work in close cooperation with other social groups on the outside districts on this job and along with its contemplated increase in its activities, the Society might prepare itself well and be prepared for the meeting to be called by Senator Abe's idea of the organization task of such a significant and patriotic move as sponsoring and urging the admission of the U.S. national defense forces into the Japanese community on the Island of Hawaii. A campaign of this nature will effectively realize the all-occupant spirit of the residents of the county and at the same time will be an important step in the Society's march into other fields of activity.

For a representative group such as the Society of Americans of Japanese Ancestry, it is important to prepare for a national emergency or keeping the home front burning hot, American citizens of Japanese descent will have to shoulder the responsibility. A systematic and comprehensive plan for this purpose is necessary. The island of Hawaii is particularly well fitted, in that its members are on the whole close-knit and well-organized. The idea of the Society and the organization itself, the community and for the sake of the islands.

A new group of officers and directors, we understand, is about to take over the baton of the Society with the same dedication of activity much widened as compared to former years. A call from the United States Treasury will come soon. Members of the Society of Americans of Japanese Ancestry, will you be prepared to throw all your energies and will you be the first ones to offer your organized services?

**Hawaii Fighters Leave Tomorrow For Territories**

**Those Record-RUining Bruns**

**Defeats Dockers in Finale**

**Films Impressive Unbeat-**

**Mainichi Sportorial**

The Nisei Softball league will sponsor an Inter-State and Softball tournament sometime in June, it was reported from the Nihon Boro Hotel, the hotel of choice for the league this year.

This is the first year that such a tournament will be held. If this tournament proves a success, it is believed that other leagues will take up the idea, and it will grow into a regular feature.
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Manager Taro Tomikichi's Paukouskap loop is the favorite to win the Naha Softball League. This is the fifth year that the loop has been in existence, and it is expected to attract many new players this year.

**Judo Tournament**

The Judo Tournament, held recently in the Hawaii Coliseum, was a great success. The tournament was open to all Japanese men, and the winners were awarded certificates and prizes.

**Maine Days Tourney for 1941**

Bob Clark of the Maine Days Tourney, who is in charge of the tournament, has announced that the 1941 tourney will be held on Saturday, June 27.
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Talk about the Society planning to work in close cooperation with other social groups on the outside districts on this job and along with its contemplated increase in its activities, the Society might prepare itself well and be prepared for the meeting to be called by Senator Abe's idea of the organization task of such a significant and patriotic move as sponsoring and urging the admission of the U.S. national defense forces into the Japanese community on the Island of Hawaii. A campaign of this nature will effectively realize the all-occupant spirit of the residents of the county and at the same time will be an important step in the Society's march into other fields of activity.
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A new group of officers and directors, we understand, is about to take over the baton of the Society with the same dedication of activity much widened as compared to former years. A call from the United States Treasury will come soon. Members of the Society of Americans of Japanese Ancestry, will you be prepared to throw all your energies and will you be the first ones to offer your organized services?
言ったって社へ会わんが、かけ花の盛りにたささまゼもしろ。

産し薬が地方で、九産地は全国で奈良を頒布する。
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陽助産婦、助産婦、殺牛子柳太郞の如きもの
Warship Brings Dictated Peace to Nation